The SEER Renewal Request for Proposal has been posted to FedBizOps. It can be found here:
https://www.fbo.gov/index?s=opportunity&mode=form&id=03c9455ed0711158e06376140a152835&ta
b=core&_cview=1
and at the NCI Office of Acquisitions website here:
https://ncioa.cancer.gov/oa-internet/appl/rfp/published_rfps.jsp
Included in this posting is Amendment 1 containing an initial list of questions and answers.
As a reminder, NCI staff cannot directly or indirectly answer questions or deal with any comments or
concerns related to this Request for Proposal (RFP) or anything else related to the SEER renewal. Please
do not ask them questions and be particularly mindful during the upcoming NAACCR Conference.
ALL questions, comments, and concerns should ONLY be sent to the NCISEER_2018@mail.nih.gov email
address.

Amendment 2 has been added to the SEER Renewal documents on FBO. It can be found here:
https://www.fbo.gov/index?s=opportunity&mode=form&id=03c9455ed0711158e06376140a152835&ta
b=core&_cview=1
The purpose of Amendment 2 is to: (1) provide Attachments 10 and 12 in PDF form, (2) provide
additional information on accessing the RFP attachments, and (3) provide a deadline for the Proposal
Intent Response Sheet. As noted in this Amendment, the RFP number is currently unavailable on the
online Proposal Intent Response Sheet (which is located here: https://ncioa.cancer.gov/oainternet/forms/intent.jsp). We expect it to be in place in the next 24 to 48 hours.
As a reminder, NCI staff cannot directly or indirectly answer questions or deal with any comments or
concerns related to this Request for Proposal (RFP) or anything else related to the SEER renewal. Please
do not ask them questions and be particularly mindful during the upcoming NAACCR Conference.
ALL questions, comments, and concerns should ONLY be sent to the NCISEER_2018@mail.nih.gov email
address.

Amendment 3 has been added to the SEER Renewal documents on FBO. It can be found here:
https://www.fbo.gov/index?s=opportunity&mode=form&id=03c9455ed0711158e06376140a152835&tab
=core&_cview=1
The purpose of Amendment 3 is to provide an alternative Proposal Intent Response Sheet to replace the
online version. Although not a requirement and not binding your responses will be greatly appreciated as
we plan for Peer Review. Note that there is a disagreement on the due date between the Description of

Amendment/Modification (item 14) on page one and the form itself. Please return the completed form by
May 15, 2017 at 4:00pm ET to NCISEER_2018@mail.nih.gov.
As a reminder, NCI staff cannot directly or indirectly answer questions or deal with any comments or
concerns related to this Request for Proposal (RFP) or anything else related to the SEER renewal. Please
do not ask them questions and be particularly mindful during the upcoming NAACCR Conference.
ALL questions, comments, and concerns should ONLY be sent to the NCISEER_2018@mail.nih.gov email
address.

Amendment 4 has been added to the SEER Renewal documents on FBO. It can be found here:
https://www.fbo.gov/index?s=opportunity&mode=form&id=03c9455ed0711158e06376140a152835&tab
=core&_cview=1
The purpose of Amendment 4 is to provide answers to questions which were recently received.
As a reminder, NCI staff cannot directly or indirectly answer questions or deal with any comments or
concerns related to this Request for Proposal (RFP) or anything else related to the SEER renewal. Please
do not ask them questions and be particularly mindful during the upcoming NAACCR Conference.
ALL questions, comments, and concerns should ONLY be sent to the NCISEER_2018@mail.nih.gov email
address.
Amendment 5 has been added to the SEER Renewal documents on FBO. It can be found at the following
website (at the bottom of the page and under Complete View on the left side and ALL FILES on the right
side:
https://www.fbo.gov/index?s=opportunity&mode=form&id=03c9455ed0711158e06376140a152835&tab
=core&_cview=1
The purpose of Amendment 5 is to provide information on the Preproposal Conference Webinar which will
be held Wednesday, May 24th beginning at 3:00pm ET.
As a reminder, NCI staff cannot directly or indirectly answer questions or deal with any comments or
concerns related to this Request for Proposal (RFP) or anything else related to the SEER renewal. Please
do not ask them questions and be particularly mindful during the upcoming NAACCR Conference.
ALL questions, comments, and concerns should ONLY be sent to the NCISEER_2018@mail.nih.gov email
address.
Amendment 6 has been added to the SEER Renewal documents on FBO. It can be found at the following
website (at the bottom of the page and under “Complete View” on the left side and ALL FILES on the right
side:
https://www.fbo.gov/index?s=opportunity&mode=form&id=03c9455ed0711158e06376140a152835&tab
=core&_cview=1
The purpose of Amendment 6 is to provide answers to questions which have been received.

As a reminder, NCI staff cannot directly or indirectly answer questions or deal with any comments or
concerns related to this Request for Proposal (RFP) or anything else related to the SEER renewal. Please
do not ask them questions and be particularly mindful during the upcoming NAACCR Conference.
ALL questions, comments, and concerns should ONLY be sent to the NCISEER_2018@mail.nih.gov email
address.
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